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browser to utilize the functionality of this website. This line of electronic two-way metering
valves has high precision linear stepping motors that drive the valve spindle. Unlike solenoid
operated valves, these Stepping Motor Valves stay cool during operation so there are no control
operating problems due to coils heating up. In addition, these valves have extremely fine
resolution with standard 0. Dakota's Mass Flow Controllers are compact, self contained and
easy to read. The rugged design and instrumentation grade accuracy provide versatile and
economical means of flow control ideal in laboratory and industrial settings. The built-in
electromagnetic valve allows the flow to be set to any desired flow rate within range of a
particular model. Set points may be controlled either locally or remotely. Dakota's Mass Flow
Meters are compact and easy to read. Used in laboratory and industrial settings to measure and
read the flow rates of gases. The rugged designed coupled with instrumentation grade accuracy
provides versatile and economical means of flow measurement. Aluminum models with readout
options of either engineering units standard or 0 to percent displays are available. The
mechanical layout of the design includes an LCD readout built into the top of the transducer.
This readout module is tiltable over 90 degrees to provide optimal reading comfort. It is
connected to the transducer by a standard modular plug, and is also readily removable for
remote reading installations. Mass Flow Controllers. Today's Super Deals! No Valve. Home
printer. Fine scale models tend to have thicker scale skin. Adjust accordingly. Original
production and conversion plaques are at lower left. These were completely rebuilt using three
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wiring, and the all-important control box that makes installation a breeze. Upgrading the gauges
in a classic car or truck used to mean hanging gauges on the steering column or below the
dash. As you can see, our factory cluster was barely visible and the accuracy was questionable.
The Dakota Digital HDX gauges I decided to install are a direct-fit instrument panel that
combines original styling with the latest gauge technology has to offer. Spoiler alert: I
completed the install in my driveway with simple hand tools in less than eight hours. They are
designed internally by our in-house engineering team, and built on the production lines about a
hundred feet away. From start to finish, this is a complete process which happens right here,
allowing us full control over the processes. This allows us to retain the cruise function. Our
direct-fit kits are far more than individual gauges mounted into rings or brackets. While the HDX
system also has the capability to display various indicators like turn signals, you can also
continue to utilize the factory turn signal indicators like we did. The display screen will also
display gear selection if you also use the Dakota Digital GSS sending unit, which is sold
separately. The Dakota Digital system uses a supplied sending unit for the oil pressure gauge,
and on small-block Chevys, there are three places it can be installed: Directly under the
distributor left , at the front of the engine near the intake center , or down by the oil filter right.
We replaced the factory unit under the distributor with our Dakota Digital sender. Something To
Keep In Mind. One thing we need to let you guys know, is that you will lose the lighting in the
factory gear shift indicator, as well as the factory cigarette lighter light if so equipped. This
would then allow our block-out plate to be inserted into the stock arched gear indicator
opening, and then the stock shift indication is not used at all. After we had all the Dakota Digital
sending units installed, we ran the wiring through the old speedometer cable grommet since the
cable to the speedometer was removed because it is no longer needed. Little do they realize
how simple the installation is. Our instrument systems utilize an external control module for
several reasons. One major factor is the simplicity of installation. Rather than a separate power
and ground connection to each of the six gauges, you only need to connect a constant-voltage
wire, a switched-voltage wire, and a single ground. When it comes time to remove the cluster,
one small connection is easily removed. A central control box makes installation very easy.
There are two power constant and switched and one ground connection needed get things
running, while vehicle-harness-sourced wires and sensor inputs connect at their respective
terminals. We used some of the factory wires to run some functions of the cluster like the
high-beam and turn signal indicators. To control the multitude of function monitoring, as well as
the critical gauge functions is a central control box that has become a calling card for Dakota
Digital. This box can be mounted anywhere in the vehicle, as long as it is within 3 feet of the
gauge cluster. But Wait, There's More Dakota Digital systems are designed to utilize a stock or
aftermarket fuel level sensor. If a universal or replacement sensor is desired, the SEN is a great
choice. In the case of our C10, there was no tachometer from the factory, which we sorely
missed. The HDX gauge cluster delivers the very latest technology in aftermarket gauges, and
some of that technology allows user input. We were amazed at how far the HDX gauges take
personalization and usability to an entirely-new level by including features like changeable LED
backlighting for the gauge faces, multiple function indicators turn signals, high beam, check
engine, cruise control engaged, and parking brake that are not visible until actuated, and
illuminated needles that also feature color changeability. Instant Messages. To use the
cluster-integrated indicator, the optional GSS module is needed. The message centers are
programmable via the LED-backlit onboard capacitive touch pushbuttons located in the
speedometer gauge face. Additionally, remote mounted switches are supplied, and can be wired
into the system if need be. All gauge calibration settings are handled through the two
previously-mentioned touch switches, and Dakota Digital has already supplied various pre-set
parameters for the various gauges. All you have to do is choose the preset option for your
vehicle needs. These adjustable cluster mounts are great. They overcome the issue of varainces
in vehicle construction. If your mounting hole is slightly off, adjust the mount to fit. Like we
said, easy. Finally, every kit is supplied with an optional warning buzzer that can be connected
to give a warning tone for each gauge at a user-defined set point. This buzzer will coincide with
a red warning light that is incorporated into the gauge faces. Within the setup menu of the
system, the type of sensor input is user-selectable, allowing the system to be told what type of
sensor to look for. Calibration and personal settings can be changed with the lighted,

capacitive-touch buttons on the speedometer face, or with the available Bluetooth app for Apple
and Android devices. This process can be completed using many different tactics like driving
from one mile marker to another, and pressing our buttons at the beginning and end of the
process. The gauge faces and needles are fully color-customizable. Choose your color and
select. The install is as easy as ordering your set. The finished install is a great improvement to
our Cheyenne. Now all we need to do is decide what to upgrade next. Article Sources Dakota
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No thanks. Drag Racing. Engine Tech. Please note: Due to a covid-related supply chain issue,
the teal display option is not currently available. If you purchase this system, it will be sent with
the blue display color only. Dakota Digital Series III instrument systems offer the latest
technologies and features for your custom vehicle. High brightness vacuum fluorescent
displays provide a lifetime of trouble free use while offering increased accuracy and features! If
you want to order the metric MFD3- version, please just let us know when you make your order.
There is no additional cost, though it may take approx weeks to build the metric version. Please
scroll through listing below for more information
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Pinterest. Dakota Digital instruments are programmed and operated by the push of a button.
Simply mount the included pushbuttons supplied with your gauges in a convenient and easily
accessible location. These buttons are used to calibrate your speedometer, set the cylinder
count and the fuel level gauge. Once properly configured these same buttons are used to
access the wealth of information located in the Digital Message Centers. Limited Lifetime
Warranty through manufacturer, see installation manual for details. Quick view Add to Cart The
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